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Choose the best of both 
worlds: Citrix on Azure
Whether you want to relieve your own infrastructure or build a more 

flexible system that enables you to concentrate on the essentials, 

you can make the leap while choosing easy entry into the cloud.

Technological demands are growing 

for modern companies, and their 

systems must become more flexible 

and secure. By combining the 

Microsoft Azure cloud and Citrix, 

businesses can make IT departments' 

growing challenges more 

manageable.

Businesses want an easily controllable 

and monitorable infrastructure that's 

globally available, can grow flexibly, 

and can be tailored and modified for 

individual deployments at any time.

AppSphere offers customized 

solutions to enable companies to 

realize an optimized deployment of 

a “ready to use” Citrix environment 

on Azure.

CHALLENGES IDEAL SOLUTION DESIRED OUTCOMES



Citrix on Azure
Choose flexibly in cloud usage levels and customize your individual 

deployment at any time.

Get what you need at any given time 

without long calculations and 

purchasing processes.

Extend your infrastructure

Focus on your core business and let 

others manage recurring tasks 

automatically.

Let others do the 'boring' 

part

Benefit from all the advantages of 

centralized deployments and choose 

the performance your users need.

Improve stability and user 

experiences



AppSphere AG's XenApp, XenDesktop & 
Microsoft Azure

Get all the benefits of Citrix XenApp and Citrix XenDesktop, combined with the power of Azure.

Choose the performance and 

availability you need for your 

applications and easily modify them 

whenever necessary.

Performance and availability

Install your apps easily and securely on 

any device, anywhere in the world.

Universal availability

Use your preferred environment to 

manage your Citrix infrastructure and 

scale up or down automatically on 

demand to reduce costs.

Pay only for what you need



Customer success: The Modern 
Workplace transformation
“With AppSphere, we have a committed partner on our side. We trust 

the experts of AppSphere and appreciate how they lead and support 

us reliably with our major project: the migration to Azure.” —Frank 

Poranski, Infrastructure Division Manager, COMPANY

New versions of Microsoft 365 and other applications were quickly rolled out overnight within the centralized 

Citrix environment.

Seamless rollout and delivery

The client obtained a centrally deployed Microsoft 365 implementation on Citrix to guarantee consistent 

versioning for user types and higher productivity across the board.

Consistent and secure devices

The client enjoys a modern and scalable infrastructure and simplified updates. It has also eliminated hardware 

purchasing cycles, replaced by a usage-based payment model.

Streamlined costs and optimized infrastructure



Let's embark on your cloud 
journey together

Call for more information: +49 7243 34887-0

Ask a question via email: sales@appsphere.com

Learn more

See our offer on the Microsoft Commercial Marketplace

https://www.appsphere.com/
https://azuremarketplace.microsoft.com/en-us/marketplace/consulting-services/appsphere.citrix_on_azure_assessment_workshop-preview?tab=Overview&flightCodes=citrixonazure

